This is an invitation to the release of

A COUPLE THOUSAND SHORT FILMS ABOUT GLENN GOULD

a book in relation to a project of the same name by

CORY ARCANGELO

who will play records mentioned in the text as

JD SALINGER

from 7 o’clock pm Sunday June 8 at

DEXTER SINISTER

after which, until September 2008, we will be

CLOSING FOR INVENTORY
BOOK RELEASE
KEN OKIISHI & NICK MAUSS, A FAIR TO MEDDLING STORY
SUNDAY, JUNE 8, 2008
LIVE PERFORMANCE BEGINS PROMPTLY AT 7PM
38 LUDLOW STREET
BETWEEN GRAND AND HESTER
NEW YORK
10002
TEL +1 212 228 6848
Ludlow 38 is sponsored by MINI